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Thanks for assistance. A: It is not
supported as it is not part of the API

contract as far as I know. You can only
use documented and supported

methods of the API; this is only part of
the SDK, not the full source code. Q:
Creating a User Registration Form

using html, php and mysql i am trying
to create a registration form for my

website and i've decided to keep it as
simple as possible, so i am using a

table called users to keep the details
of the user (I am using

HTML/PHP/SQL). The table is empty as
of now as i can't test my registration

page as the site is currently non-
functional. The form is simple, and
asking for some basic details. I am

trying to prevent malicious users from
registering to the site by checking the
database against the information they
enter, to ensure it is legitimate. The
problems i'm having are that, as the
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table is empty, i'm only going to have
room for 2 fields in the form, and the

field names are both usersid and
username, the first field is filled by the
number of rows in the table, and the
second is taken from the url of the

form. What i'm trying to achieve is to
ensure that you enter enough

information to make the database
entry, for example, you could enter

username, name, email etc, but not a
bunch of nonsense like i.e. test1,

test2, test3, etc. Here's the code i'm
using. Database: Table created with

the fields userid, username My
registration code: 6d1f23a050
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